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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Intercomp’s Platform Aircraft Scales Earn UKCA Certification 
 
Intercomp, a global leader in digital platform scales for aircraft, proudly announces the UKCA 
certification for its platform aircraft scales. The UKCA mark, a crucial development after the separation 
from the EU, replaces the CE mark for products intended for the UK market. The certified models 
include AC40-LP™, AC15-LP™, AC60-LP™, and AC30-60™, signifying compliance with the United 
Kingdom's official requirements. 

“This endorsement underscores Intercomp's commitment to meeting the evolving regulatory 
landscape,” explains Mark Browne, Compliance Officer at Intercomp. “The certification ensures that 
Intercomp's digital aviation platform scales adhere to the stringent safety standards mandated by the 
UK, reinforcing the company's dedication to providing the highest quality products.” 

Intercomp's portable aircraft platform scales, known for their simplicity, accuracy, and portability, have 
gained recognition globally. These scales offer dependable weight data for various aircraft types, ranging 
from UAVs to the world's largest commercial planes. The ease of operation, transport, and storage make 
Intercomp's digital aviation platform scales a preferred choice for airframe manufacturers, airlines, 
MROs, and militaries. 

Intercomp takes pride in manufacturing all its aircraft weighing systems with GaugeSense™ strain gauge 
load cell technology. This technology, derived from NTEP and OIML certified components, ensures 
unparalleled accuracy, repeatability, and durability in load-sensing applications. The trust placed in 
Intercomp's systems by industry leaders worldwide highlights their position as the most widely used 
fully electronic aircraft weighing equipment. 

As Intercomp continues to uphold its reputation for robust and reliable aircraft weighing solutions, the 
UKCA certification reinforces the company's commitment to meeting and exceeding regulatory 
expectations, ensuring the safety and compliance of its products in the UK market. 

To learn more about Intercomp Platform Aircraft Scales, visit intercompcompany.com . 

About Intercomp 

Headquartered in Medina, Minnesota, Intercomp is ISO 9001:2015 certified, with manufacturing 
facilities in the U.S. and the United Kingdom. Customers in aerospace, transportation, automotive, and 
numerous other industries know that Intercomp’s products provide reliable solutions for the most 
exacting applications. 
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